
Gianni De Benedittis Special Guest at Milan Jewelry Week 
From 24th to 27th October 2019, the FuturoRemoto designer will be exhibiting his new Carnivorous collection at the Casa del Pane,

Porta Venezia, Milan
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Gianni De Benedettis, special guest at Milan Jewelry Week from 24  to 27  October, will be presenting his new
Carnivorous collection as well as Bacterium, his capsule collection, that was previewed on 18  September as part
of Milan’s Women’s Fashion Week. «We are as voracious as carnivorous plants. Nowadays, we are so bombarded
by a multitude of news stories, videos and ultra-fast information that we also communicate at the same speed:
everything is wolfed down and devoured far too quickly, and the world we live in is going at the same speed». This
is how Gianni De Benedittis speaks of his new collection, inspired by carnivorous plants, and consisting of
authentic tiny sculptures that, although perhaps a little visionary, truly represent our modern day, an expression of
a mental state that tends to gobble up everything at full speed. The items in Carnivorous are all made of silver and
gold, designed in 3D and produced using the micro-casting technique with precise processing of the complex
elements that combine to reproduce the embracing sinuosity of the plants, enhanced by the various colors of
emeralds, rubies and diamonds. 
And, just as nature reacts to our carelessness with recently-discovered bacteria-eating plastic, Gianni De Benedittis
had the idea of reproducing this natural phenomenon in jewelry with his capsule collection entitled BACTERIUM.
Tiny, gold-plated silver spheres, again produced with micro-casting, and colored enamels assembled with eye-
catching stalks and pins to create rings, pendants and earrings. For Milan Jewelry Week, organized by Artistar, the
collections will be on display at the Casa del Pane in corso Venezia 63, Milan from 24  to 27  October. The prize-
giving ceremony of the FuturoRemoto Jewels awards created by Gianni de Benedittis and Artistar Jewels will be
held at Palazzo Bovara on Friday 25  at 6 pm.
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